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Brief Overview of Model/Software

ESM field: coastal ocean, seamless modelling across the scales

User group: any coastal/ shelf region studies in need of accurately accounting   
for  the global signal, and FESOM global studies to trace the    
fate of high-quality coastal signals

Targeted sim.: coastal, coastal-global, grids with more than 1Ml nodes

HPC usage: DKRZ, HPC Cray CS400 , HLRN

Maintenance:  OpenSource licence model, 3 major developers
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Model/Software Application Field

Scientific highlights

Tracing water masses, sea ice, biogeochemical and ecological signals from the 
estuaries/coastal zone to the deep Ocean/Global Ocean and vice versa.

Understanding of the multi-scale processes confluence under the climate change pressure to 
a new level. 

Social relevance

Sustainable planning of the engineering construction on the shelf; Ship navigation; Tracing 
pollution; Forecasting of natural hazards.

Plans for further use and dissemination

Improve models for the provision of climate services; increase confidence in climate 
projections; Inform major international scientific assessment reports (e.g. IPCC).
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Description of Planned Work

Scope of Request

MPI+OpenMP+OpenACC parallelisation for efficient use on JUWELS Booster and 
DKRZ systems;

Guide the modularization & refactoring (dwarf’s implementation); Duration: 6m. 

Criteria for fulfilment

Hybrid parallelization is done at least for several model components;

Dwarf’s implementation is done at least for several model components.

Expected scientific and/or performance improvements 

Developing a multi-scale modeling platform which includes appropriate coastal 

dynamics in the ESM context. Firstly, we will apply it to the East Siberian Shelf.  
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FESOM-C is a modelling component of the MGFNordsee, CREATE and 
CoastalFutures (BMBF) projects, dedicated to the evaluation and defense of the 
Marine Protected Areas in the North Sea.

Time step in coupled solution is 
defined by the coastal branch 
due to generally smaller cell 
sizes and larger velocities! 
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Thank you!


